Wolves Will Play Birds Tomorrow; Final Local Game

The North Carolina State Wolfpack will continue their season with a game against the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill. The game will be played in the afternoon and is expected to draw a large crowd.

Wolves' Red Terrors To Have 19 Games In Coming Season

Nine of the games are on the N.C. State Red Terror schedule for the coming basketball season. All home games are to be played here, while the road to be played is a mixture of the eight regional cities of the state.

The Red Terror schedule will make one trip by car each year, visiting universities of Georgia, Mercer, University of Florida, and South Carolina. The Red Terror will meet the Florida Gators in Orange Park next year.

Williamson's Letter Tells Who His Orphans Did Not Play For Dance

The following is a report of the Fred Williamson Fund Committee which has been submitted:

Williamson, accompanied by some of his young men, spent the day at the State Fairgrounds. He was accompanied on his trip by some of the other young men.

Mr. Williamson's letter to H. J. Graham, State Superintendent, was as follows:

"Mr. Graham—\(\ldots\)

"1. Virginia—\(\ldots\)

"2. North Carolina—\(\ldots\)

"3. South Carolina—\(\ldots\)

"4. Georgia—\(\ldots\)

"5. Florida—\(\ldots\)

"6. Alabama—\(\ldots\)

"7. Tennessee—\(\ldots\)

"8. Georgia—\(\ldots\)

"9. South Carolina—\(\ldots\)

The schedule will be the same as last year. The Wolfpack will have three more games to complete the season. The last game will be played on December 31st.

All-Southern Guard Playing Last Game

Fred Vaughan, aggressive Wolfpack forward, whose work this season has drawn much favorable comment, is due to have a first southern game here on December 20th. Vaughan is one of the members of the first squad selected by Jack Stitt, coach of the Wolfpack. Vaughan has played at right guard with the Wolfpack, and is considered one of the best players in the state.

First team: Vaughn, Florida; L. R., Texas; M., Georgia Tech; L. H.; Rock, Florida; L. G., Pennsylvania; C., Virginia; L. C., Maryland; W., New York; D., Franklin; G. B., Wood, Florida; L. R., Buckner, Fiske, B. B. Law, Georgia Tech; F. B., Georgia.

Second team: Hug, Tennessee; L. H., Texas; J., Davidson; Georgia Tech; L. G., Pennsylvania; L., Franklin; W., Arkansas; D., Franklin; L. R., Stetson; Florida; Tennessee; Georgia Tech; R. H., Brown, Florida; W., White, and L. F. B.

VAUGHN IS SLATED FOR PLACE ON ALL-SOUTHERN MYTHICAL COLLEGE TEAM

Fred Vaughan, North Carolina State guard, will undoubtedly receive considerable recognition from the selectors of the Southern College players. Vaughan has been considered one of the most promising guards in the state, and fans have been looking forward to his return.

Virginia is noted for his consistent performance and steady shooting. Vaughan is a native of the Blue Ridge region and has been a member of the Wolfpack since his freshman year. He is considered one of the outstanding guards in the state.

PLUCKY LITTLE HALF WINDS UP CAREER TODAY

In the recent publication of the "Who's Who in America," President Brooks and Five State College Presidents were listed as "Thus Honored." It is a simple essay that those names are given to the leading colleges in the state. United States, and State college is printed to show six of them.

Fountain, Professor of English, is Cartoonist Of Marked Efficiency

"Fountain, a native of Waukesha, Wisconsin, is a cartoonist of national reputation. His work has been published in many newspapers and magazines throughout the country. He is a member of the National Cartoonists Society, and has received many awards for his work.

The following is a report of the recent publication of the "Who's Who in America," President Brooks and Five State College Presidents were listed as "Thus Honored." It is a simple essay that those names are given to the leading colleges in the state. United States, and State college is printed to show six of them.
was a North Carolina State student. It was at the Biltmore insti-
tution that she finally mustered and went on to be-
come one of the first women officers in the ARMY.

In the United States, this policy was used to encour-
gage women to serve in the armed forces during the
wartime. It provided an opportunity for women to
participate in a meaningful way in the war effort
and contributed to the overall success of the U.S.
army.

The policy was considered a significant step forward
in gender equality and helped to pave the way for
future generations of women to serve in the military.

The text also mentions that the woman is a gradu-
ate of the University of North Carolina and is
planning to return to her studies after her service.

This story highlights the importance of education
and the role it plays in shaping a person's life
and future. It also serves as a reminder of the
contributions made by women during times of war.
**Frank and Ernest by Briggz**

**They took 51 boxes of Old Gold and could have coke for free.**

**How do you get down from an elephant franks?**

**You don't benesit from a duck.**

**The cat put her kittens in the trash, so they be?**

**Bis-kits**

**Follow the clues, Frank. Why is an old Gold cigarette like a hard-boiled egg?**

**Because it can't be beat!**

**Yes, boys, Thar's gold in them thar hills!**

---

**High School Football Star Renews Memories Jack McDowell Feats**

Jack McDowell, State College's great basketball player, and perhaps the greatest athlete State College has ever had, was recently in town on Dickinson Field. Frank G. K. Peirce, the ex-State Democrat, had a chance to get some of the facts of Jack McDowell's career. The following is a summary of the feats of Jack McDowell which have been published.

**Plunging Gamedock Field General Here**

W. A. Outen

**Textile Professor Used Movie Camera As Class Aid Here**

By W. A. Outein

**Hard Hitting Lineman Making Finale Today**

By Jack McDowell Feats

**State Lineman Who Will End Grid Days**

Jimmie Mayfield

---

**Teled Receives Recognition in Liberty This Past Week's**

Football commemorations, as described by Walter Rockwell in this week's issue of Liberty magazine, contained a story which pictured Fire Teled, the No. 1 football player in the world, as the hero of the Michigan-Michigan State game of 1921. The quick thinking and alert Teled was credited with saving the eleven to hold the Michigan team in the 12 to 12 tie. He also prevented the eleven from losing the game.

"It remained for a Wisconsin end, Jack Tebed, to throw a pass, which Michigan's captain, Jere Hamilton, tried to make, and which was returned for about 30 yards, but our hero, Fire Teled, saw him there in time to save our school and prevent the Michigan eleven from passing, which would have been a defeat of the Michigan eleven, which has been seen here this season," remarkd a football writer in the Detroit Morning American.

---

**BIG END STAR IN MANY CONTESTS PLAYING TODAY**

By Bill Cooper

**Plunging Back Getting Last Grid Call Here**

**Detroit**

**By Old Gold**

**The Smoother and Better Cigarette**

... not a cough in a carload.
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THE TECHNICIAN

If this paper does not suit you, do not blame the printer. It is not our fault. The Editor is responsible.

THE Spartan, of Michigan State College, did nothing to the Wallipod until they realized it was liked in Black Tone. Some both here and at the editorial board.

The Wolfen get out the Spartan and placed some mud slipping covered.

It has come to our notice that Buff Shagon, our line coach, has turned his back on journalism.

Professor Robertson set his journalistic career to a new point. This week's University Outlook in the class were on the pedestal.

Believe it or not, that journalism class of Professor Robertson's is doing right well. The "first in a series" is a publication of the class of 1925.

Professor Robertson set his journalism career to a new point. This week's University Outlook is a good cause.

But he, the Editor, is a friend of the class.

The average citizen never sees theozilla, the "first in a series" of these features picture stories. But neither is he as well informed as the popular press.

Bob Wayson, Fred Vangh, and "Spin-out" has a good name with the best of those in the United States. Vangh has been mentioned as the All-American prospect for one of the guard positions.

We wish Grandpa Rice could see the big boy in action tomorrow against the Gamecocks, of South Carolina, for he has been a faithful supporter of the football team.

We also notice that Coach Gutsie Kennedy, our head coach, has again lost another pupil. In the last issue of Life was a full-page ad in honor of "The Marvel of the West."" The boys sent us the day for their "Wanamacher."" The Associated Press ran a picture in its feature story: "Tanya, the Marvel of the West." This was the last of our "The Marvel of the West."" The boys sent us the day for their "Wanamacher.""

COUNCIL TRIALS

Last week the TECHNICIAN published an article announcing that three stu¬
dents had been suspended by Student Council for not observing a certain council rule. It is with gratitude that we learn this news. It is good to make public the results of its trials. All of a sudden the world is a master for wide reading, this is good to think for the college community. The students, in the collection, students can check on the Council and see what is hap- pening. What we want to do is to get an accurate and full report of the results.

The Council could not go as far as to withhold certain items of interest to the student for that reason. But, they will.

COURT OF APPEALS

Sometimes the Court of Appeals, composed of the president and vice¬
principals of the Student Council, and the dean of the students, meet and decided that three students committee for bringing thence a received a fair

It seems that the executive and judicial branches of the college student government are at last working.

Should there be any families around of all this the final result might have been different.

The students are not likely to listen to advice from students and would probably set on their own initiative.

Those who believes in giving a man a second chance are quite sensible. Should there be several of those persons on a family board the result would be that we should allow some students back with us.

The students have now in to get the president of the college to make their opinions.

The formation of the Pennsylvania, which body, after all, has the final word, is so important on everything.

What price student government?

STUDENT FORUM

BETTER SPIRIT

Amuse the cottage sheet and discussion in the college papers at State College, many of the students, have enjoyed-- the sight of an important newspaper in the paper is made to the efforts which have been made to improve the student's spirit. The editorial of the college to improve the situation of the student body and is naturally, used to center itself on the football team. It is the week before State College, that there is not a "who dah."" The students toward the teams which uphold the letter of the law, with you, with you, who in, barely on the line of the student body, a way to nothing of being deep¬

It is not absolutely to anyone to know much about college or the student body but it does not mean that the student is the "u" the students as a whole.

There was a noticeable difference in the State supporters at the Delta game and the Mason supporters at the Delta game. The Mason supporters at the Delta game are bound to lose, the "tie" will be in the "tie" in the stands on November 7th, whereas there was a great abundance of present on November 1st. The victory sought of the players when they lined up against the Mason supporters and probably in large measure the Mason supporters turned the Van Rho's of their field. It was the Constitution that carries the Mason, Nat. State that was lucky to be Mason—no one of the Mason editor is an official written editor of the Mason State paper.""

The Mason fraternity forms a large part of the Mason student body. The Mason national president has been invited to the Mason and has disappeared into the Mason's face. Their efforts to arrange college spirit should be commended by all the Mason students. The Mason should be attended by every phase of campus life which has an opportunity for them to achieve results.

SCHOOL SPIRIT QUESTION

The question of school spirit at State College appears to me on the campus, and in The Technicians, the thought has been expressed that the present system of spirit at the State College is too weak in the history of the school. Much has been said of the various wrongs which have been done; our three closest observations have been made. When you come to the campus the student is always a student, even when you sit in the cafeteria, the student is always a student. In going to the cafeteria and when you sit in the cafeteria, the student is always a student.

At the Concordia "Ag" School there is a fund, the student. The word "Havilin" 64, comprising, as the name implies, every deserving student, has been provided for a point to attend all the exams. A defense fund has been established for the college and the funds, with the aim of a TALENT WAVE

Twas on an early morning, in the sunny month of May, When the wrens were chirping and the other birds were all keyed up. The battle of the day, Bigger slice of bread.

On the third row or less, he was on the floor, behind him, because he was cinched.

The was the one called "Hungry Birds," Bigger slice of bread, but his fate at Lama Brown brew.

A war had been declared, but the fate of the war, was not good for the future.

Neither cryer had been spared, but after the dust had settled and the student had sense, there was Lama Brown with a black eye.

Bigger slice of bread, but his fate at Lama Brown brew.

And what Charlie thought was right.

Was bloody upon the floor.

And the injuries are healed, and the former bitter enemies.

Are now in friendship sealed.

William E. VESSE.

VANZETTI INNOCENT

"Vanzetti was innocent." The startling title of a series of articles printed in this week's Outlook, is a servile whip which has probably under the influence of the Social of Vanzetti'sVm victims of society. Vanzetti was born in 1890, and was tried for the murder of two men. After 12 years after Vanzetti's trial and the conviction for the crime of murder in South Braintree, Mass., he was to be hanged and was hanged.

The conviction has been checked by State Supreme Court, and the evidence, and the essential facts are correct.

The conviction has not been vacated for the authenticity and truth of Vanzetti's confession, but has been on the evidence of the confession of Vanzetti's confession, and has been in the evidence of the confession of Vanzetti. The conviction has not been vacated for the authenticity and truth of Vanzetti's confession, but has been on the evidence of the confession of Vanzetti.

Governor Fuller, of Massachusetts, has very unfortunately discharged a

C. C. CARRIGAN

Any other that has the dressier of the evidence of Vanzetti's conviction. The idea that "it's all over, why and how should we split it again?" is certainly no reason for this. All of the students of the people are not of the people of the people. The prayers of the people are not of the people of the people. The prayers of the people are not of the people of the people.

Next at Cornell

Uncle Sam uses his brains to make the world a better place to live. The next thing Cornell will hold to the top. Nothing for the Cornell.

"OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN"

A Pencil put Peary on top of the world

OTHER explorers had great personal courage, unlimited energy and vision—unmarried, and failed. Peary had one thing more.

He had the group of every detail—\[...\] as seen in the care which guided the pencil in his ice-framed camp. After each day's march he calculated a mathematical course to make sure of the next day's progress to the pole.

To face each day's reckoning as it was the most exacting of all days is characteristic of men in the telephone industry. That everyone, expressed in the varied terms of applied science, laboratory research, financing and management, could work for them in their respective fields of public service.

BELL SYSTEM

otwithstanding remained the nickname "Circle Camp" for the Unitarian College.

Wilson's given to Oxford Citizen here is marked by a sign. That looking for the new "Circle Camp" because the Oxford Citizen. Wilson was born in New Haven and came in this city to be graduated. As a matter of fact, Wilson has been employed by the government as inspector of meat for the army.

Reign is our own punishment.

Each piece of meat was passed Wilson estimated it "D.," which he would not eat. The editor of the Oxford Citizen. In a short time the meat was eaten. The editor of the Oxford Citizen. Wilson was employed by the government as inspector of meat for the army.
The Great Picture Ever Created

KING WINTER MOUNTS TO HIS THRONE ONCE AGAIN

Chesapeake & Ohio, Dec. 31, 1931

By R. B. STADDEN

Great base hit by the visiting team in the bottom of the ninth inning yesterday afternoon made it possible for the West Virginia baseball team to capture the annual Big Four Cup from the state's state university, with a score of 6-3. The contest was played in front of a capacity crowd at the West Virginia University Field.

The home team was abnormally bunting, while the visiting team was hitting with authority. The visitors were Smart and Smokey Brothers, who are two of the best batters in the state. They were successful in getting two hits, including the one that scored the winning run.

The game was marked by good sportsmanship on the part of both teams. The umpires were fair and impartial, and the players were vociferous in their support of the rules.

The game was concluded in the ninth inning, when the visiting team scored two runs, one on a single and one on a double. The home team scored no runs in the last two innings, and the visiting team won the game, 6-3.
This is the why and how of it

There's a part of you somewhere between your Adam's apple and your ankles concerned with smoke-judgment. And you can't accept that smoke-judge—if it really knows its cigarettes! Here's the test: Light a Camel—and pull in a cloud of cool fragrance. The deep approval inside is witnessed by "that certain feeling." Try and match it! We'll be a hand-painted lemonade shaker you can't do it.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.